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While browsing through the Internet,
have you ever noticed that when casually visiting
webpages or clicking on content, some ads
feel targeted and contextually relevant (seeing
advertisements featuring same apparel you just
viewed after visiting a fashion e-commerce
site), and sometimes what gets served is not
contextually relevant and, in some cases, the
message does not even fit the destination
environment (a pharmaceutical ad on sports
news website).
The fundamental difference between the
two situations is a marketer’s focus on delivering
contextually relevant, impactful communication
while keeping consumer’s intent at the core —
simply said, delivering the right message to the
right person at the right time.
WHY DOES IT MATTER?
We live in a hyper-connected digital
world, where consumer behaviors are constantly
evolving. In the last five years, the way we
consume media, which devices we consume it
on, or even how we interact or share the media
has evolved drastically.
While the attention of today’s consumer
is shrinking to seconds, the desire to get
interesting and relevant content is still high. In
fact, studies have proved that consumers today
are open to receiving marketing messages or
advertisements if they either provide value or
are contextually relevant.
As the digital landscape continues to
evolve and as technology allows us to better
tag, serve and analyze digital media, the pressure
on marketers to adapt to this new way of
“personalized marketing” will only increase.
With the emergence of data management
platforms (DMPs) that allow better tracking
and understanding of consumer behaviors and
interests, this data coupled with any 3rd party
or owned analytics will provide clear, actionable
insights to serve more relevant and compelling
advertisements, thus delivering higher results.
DMPs will help segment audiences, and
brands will be able to serve different creative to
different microsegments. For example, if you
are a sports apparel e-commerce site, instead
of serving everyone with generic sports-based
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banner ad, you would be able to segment your
total audience and serve a tennis-interested
audience with tennis-featured creative.
The key element is to learn from consumer
behavior on many attributes such as preferences,
platforms and purchases. Technology has
advanced to allow us to consolidate all these
behavioral data points and identify the intent of
consumer within the marketing funnel to deliver
a more compelling message.
SO WHAT CAN YOU DO?
Beyond implementing any technology
solution, the future is taking a strategic approach
to collecting data and applying it across all digital
touchpoints to ultimately gain longitudinal
behavioral learning of your consumer. It starts
with recognizing your core consumer and
understanding the intent of that consumer and
where the person is in his/her journey on path
to purchase.
The three-stage framework below
outlines one possible approach to personalized
marketing through an example of a sports
apparel e-commerce site:
DATA
This stage is about identifying the key
attributes of your consumer that you want to
track. For example, as an e-commerce site, the
focus is to convert every prospect to a visitor

and then eventually from visitor to purchaser.
This identification or “traits” are important, as
these data points help in knowing more about
the user’s intent and then segmenting users into
the right groups. Bottom line is that with the
amount of big data available, marketers can
use it to their advantage to purposely inform
targeting by creating useful microsegments.
DESIGN
With key identified microsegments
comes the need to create relevant messages
that are aligned to the need state of a user. For
example, if you know that this group of users
has browsed a particular section of your site
(like baseball equipment), you know that the
only creative that would resonate the most to
this audience is about baseball. This is where
you can apply a customized site experience or
media ad for this group, including a personalized
call to action.
DISTRIBUTE
Once you have dynamic creative
optimized for a particular segment, another
challenge is placing the marketing messaging in
right context. This means deciding how to serve
a tennis creative to potential prospects when they
are looking for tennis news. In today’s marketing
world, the right placement is fundamental to
success as much as the right creative. If you
focus on the intent of the consumer, it provides
a direction for you to place the message at a
relevant place. We have seen examples where
when users go to a sports news site after a big
game win, they see offers to buy apparel/gear
featuring the hero of that game. This is where
you can take design and distribute to scale in a
contextual manner to drive impulse behavior.
In the end, by leveraging marketing
technologies, brands that extend digital media
targeting beyond consumer demographics and
focus on the “intent” of the consumer will see
higher results.
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